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Abstract

Business angels fulfil an important economic role in society by getting involved
in early-stage ventures. This dissertation aspires to advance our knowledge of
the governance strategies used by business angels in the venture relationship,
based on the idea that the choice of governance strategies depends on the
individual venture but is also shaped by the strategies adopted by any business
angel network (BAN) the business angel is part of.

Major findings are twofold. First, the analysis suggests that governance
strategies are role-contingent. The role of the business angel vis-a-vis the
venture changes, typically from outsider to insider, as the relationship
transitions through different stages. Business angels should only use
governance strategies that are perceived as legitimate for their role. Moreover,
all strategies do not mix well and some may even neutralize each other when
used together. The impact of the BAN on the action of the individual business
angel is not straightforward: the formalization of a BAN will certainly restrict
individual action, but, on the other hand, it seems that the BAN can also be
useful for managing conflicts.

Second, results indicate that conceptualizing the long-term dynamic of the
investor-venture relationship in terms of any single theoretical perspective, be
it agency theory, procedural justice, or norm-based influence, is too simplistic.
The utility of each theoretical perspective is role-contingent: a business angel
in the outsider role is better understood with agency theory, whereas a business
angel in the insider role is better understood with norm-based influence theory.

The empirical data on individual business angels comes mainly from 30
interviews with 21 business angels, and some supplementary data. The analysis
of BANs is made differently and based on a different data set consisting of
approximately 150 interviews with BAN members, civil servants, politicians,
banks, accountants, and entrepreneurs.
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